
+14%

+2091 (Total 16,744)
Data refl ects the combined growth fi gures for the combined 
area of Point Arkwright, Coolum, Mount Coolum and Yaroomba.

2016 to 2026 population estimates
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Unrestricted parking

Point Arkwright is located in the central coastal part of 
the Sunshine Coast between the coastal communities 
of Marcoola and Coolum Beach.  Point Arkwright forms 
part of the coastal path and has a number of scenic 
observation points that make it a popular location for 
visitors and locals.

Point Arkwright

OBSERVATIONS 
The parking supply in the Point Arkwright area is made up of  
public parking. 

There is a small off-street parking area at the Point Arkwright 
Headlands Park car park, however the majority of  parking 
spaces in the area are public on-street spaces.

Public parking

There are approximately 200 public spaces within a short 
walking distance of  the Point Arkwright Headlands Park car 
park. The on-street spaces are all unmarked.

There are no time restrictions in the area resulting in the majority 
of  public parking spaces in the area being available for parking 
all day when required. 

Private parking

Private parking in the area is limited to resident parking, 
however some visitor parking exists for larger multi-unit sites.

ACTIONS
There are currently no actions identified in the defined area. 

Council will undertake a review of  parking signage and line 
marking, continue to monitor the performance of  parking in the 
area and consider options to improve parking in line with the 
policies set out in council’s Parking Management Plan.

The area is known to become busy, particularly 
on peak weekends around the Point Arkwright 
Headlands Park car park. However the current 
supply of parking together with accepting 
some parking occurring in adjacent streets 
is considered to be sufficient to cater to the 
typical demands.

 LOCAL AREA PARKING PLAN

Point Arkwright parking

Point Arkwright parking focus area Aerial Imagery supplied by NearMap
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